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STAR GA1 

PETE QUAIFE of the Kinks can see for miles. In fact, he can see for one million light years, with the aid of his two and a half hundredweight Japanese telescope. QuaIle the astrono- mer can also see further than LSD, Love, Flower Power and UFOs. Quaife the bass guitarist sees the spirit of pop groups being crushed by apathetic audiences, and holds out no hope for an improvement in,pop's all- time low image. 
Pete wandered through dozens of sub- jects as we kept two cups of coffee going for an hour and a half in a Fleet Street egg palace this week. Dressed in a denim jacket and white polo neck, fortified with frequent cigar- ettes and secure in the knowledge his new sports car was safely, if illegally, parked in a nearby office garage, Pete became engrossed in conversation laced with anarchy, guffaws of laughter and flashes of knowledge. 

Looning kids 

"Pop has definitely got a bad image 
at the moment, and there is one group 
to blame in particular. 

":For example, we played at a northernuniversity 

recently. The students asked if 
we would like a drink. They had to smuggle 
it in to us under their coats, and we thanked 

them for doing us a favour. 
" Then suddenly this bloke walked in and 
all the students stiffened. He shouted: 'What 

the hell are you doing with those drinks?' 
He turned out to be the principal. He called 
us a load of yobs and complained we had 

ordered his students to get us the drinks. 
" We did a good show, then he sent a 

message to say that unless we got out in 
ten minutes, he'd have us thrown out. We're 
up against this sort of thing everywhere. 

It's a form of jealousy, although I don't 
know what they have got to be jealous 

about. 
"These people are narrow-minded, but we 

are in a little world of our own as well I 
suppose. We think we are terribly broad- 
minded, but in actual fact we aren't. "I don't suppose pop groups' images will 

improve. Not until we all grow up. 
i The fact is the pop business s made 

up of young, looping kids. They're not 
irresponsible - yeah, there area few - but 

they've got money and position, and when 
they meet somebody like that principal 
they just think he's a --." 
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" I've just ordered a 

Japanese -telescope. It 
weighs two and a half hun- 

dredweight and I'm going 

think 
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side of the road." 

Getting back to earth, 
what does Pete think of Ray 

Davies' latest hit for the 
" Autumn Alma, 
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While we were talking a 

man in the next seat sud- 
denly got into a terrible 

rage,'screwed up his news- 
paper and stormed out. The 

headline was all about 
George Brown. 

"Queen Victoria-where 
art thou," muttered Pete, 

contemplating Britain's de- 
cline in all spheres. 

"The Great Train Rob 
- 

bees should be let out of 
prison and put in the 

Government. The whole 
country needs re -organis- 

ing. I only wish I was in 
Parliament." 

So ended Pete's Autumn 
Almanac. See you in the 

Spring! 

SITISI 

Live, man. Get where the Denson shoes are !You name it, they have A. 

plain 0, fancy, slim toes, square toes. 
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